The Material World
with Trevor Phillips 

Trevor Phillips: Hello.Spring has sprung.Lambs are gambolling in the fields and the insect world is not just spring cleaning but moving house. 

("High hopes" plays) 
What may look like pointless scurrying about to you and me may actually be the insect worlds top property developers busy on their latest project.Human architects and engineers now reaching the limits of technologically inspired construction are finding inspiration in a world where building the equivalent of six canary warfs on top of each other is all in a days work.Later,we'll be hearing examples from an exhibition about animal construction which opened in Glasgow,last Saturday. 
Of course the real signal that spring is here,besides gathering rain clouds,is that the clocks go forward this Saturday night.We all know the reason,to give us longer, lighter days across most of the country.But "clock time" as we now know it,is less than 2 centuries old.Until the coming of the railways,different parts of the country kept their own hours.Today we know it's time to listen to the Material World because this lady keeps us all in time. 
(Speaking clock plays) 
It wasn't so long ago that most of humanity had not only different times of day but different days, months,and years.Even now,for religious purposes,many communities keep a second calendar running.But in a world where national boundaries are routinely bypassed by airline schedules, computers, broadcasters,even the military,a common global clock and calendar is more than a convenience,it's become a necessity.How else are we all going to get to the millennium celebrations on time? And any way how accurate can we be about time? The answer's almost unbelievable. Clocks now being developed will be so accurate they'll lose less than a second in the entire lifetime of the universe.So much for the traditional "Sorry I'm late,my watch is slow" excuse.To talk about the history and science of time, calendars and clocks,I'm joined by Dr Edward Richards,author of "Mapping Time: The Calendar and its History" and Dr John Lavetty,head of time measurement at the National Physical Laboratories.Ted,why did our ancestors feel the need to have a scheme for dividing time into regular periods? 

Edward Richards : Well,supposing you wanted to make an appointment to see somebody in three weeks time.You've got to have some way of specifying.You could say 21 days,or you could say 3 weeks time,and if it's a long period of time,it's no good saying 340 days,you've got to say so many months,so many weeks,and that's one component of the calendar,the other of course is religious,that the moon is an object in the sky which evokes all sorts of emotions,and which required worship at some stage,and calendars became tied to the period of the moon and of course,later to the year,with the alternation of the seasons. 

Trevor Phillips: Well taking your first point,at what point did that actually become necessary? I mean there must have been aeons of history in which people just said,"Oh I'll meet you at dawn by the big tree". 

Edward Richards : I'm sure.It's difficult to say.Certainly at the beginnings of civilisation there are indications of calendars, and civilisation requires a calendar,because when you have people living in cities,there are people who are going to lend money to one another,they've got to meet on certain days for religious observances,and you've got to have some way of tracking the days.But it goes back further than that,and there is some evidence,that as far.....as long ago as say 20,000 years that people were interested in the cycle of the moon,there are pieces of bone which have been discovered which have got regular marks on them,which seem to be arranged in groups of 59,which is two periods of the moon. 

Trevor Phillips: So the moon becomes a first period that people try and organise the calendar around.In the 16th century Pope Gregory shifted his domain,as it were,over to the solar cycle,why? 

Edward Richards : Well the calendar which Pope Gregory 13th .....he reformed the calendar which had been set up 1500 years or more earlier by Julius Caesar that gave us the Julian calendar,and that again was a reformation of the old Roman calendar which had become chaotic because they didn't properly understand how to fit months into the year. There are 12 and a bit lunar months in a year,and they tried to do this by putting in an extra month from time to time to make the beginnings of the year occur in the same season.But this was done in a very haphazard way,and probably the people who did it took bribes in order to shorten or lengthen the period of a debt (laughter) and so on and so forth! And Julius Caesar reformed it,and he set up a year with exactly 365 and a quarter days,that means having a leap day every 4 years,and this lasted for fifteen years,but er... 

Trevor Phillips: Fifteen centuries? 

Edward Richards : Fifteen centuries, indeed,but people had begun to realise that it was not exactly in tune with the seasons,even as early as the 12th century,and by the time of Gregory the 13th it was getting seriously out of kilter.It wasn't so much that the seasons were getting out of kilter,what really worried them is that the calculation of the date of Easter was going wrong. 

Trevor Phillips: Aha,yes. 

Edward Richards : Because the calendar was....we must always remember that the calendar,as well as its practical uses..... 

Trevor Phillips: Has a religious use. 

Edward Richards : .....is a religious object,and most calendars are tied to religion,and most religions have a calendar, and the Julian calendar and the method of calculating the date Easter was going awry and Gregory the 13th reformed it. 

Trevor Phillips: To what extent was it not just religious? We know that,from the Greeks,they were also making astronomical measurements,to what extent was the need to be accurate about time to do with the movement of the stars, and the need to make scientific measurements? 

Edward Richards : Well a lot of scientific....the impetus for a lot of scientific work came from the necessity of measuring the length of the year.I mean it's not all that obvious how one does measure the exact length of the year because you don't know when one year begins and another one starts so to speak,you've got to pick on some instant of time,and this took a considerable amount of time before it became known with sufficient accuracy to give rise to the calendar that we have today,and also of course,we have the lunar calendar which keeps in step with the moon ,as indeed the Islamic calendar does today,the Jewish calendar does,and indeed our own calculation of Easter,you need to know exactly how long it is between one new moon and the next. 

Trevor Phillips: That's really about.....that's a history in a way of really getting the big period,the year sorted out. John Lavetty,your work,in a way,starts from the other end,instead of defining the year or the month,whatever it is, you define the second with an atomic clock,why? 

John Lavetty : Essentially because it's more accurate than defining time based on the rotating Earth, and that really came about from work that took place in atomic physics before the 2nd world war,with the development of microwave technology during the 2nd world war,and immediately afterwards those two sort of science and technology married together,and actually translated itself into a better way of keeping time. 

Trevor Phillips: Before we talk about the actual machine,why isn't the Earth accurate? I mean we all... we go round the sun,pretty regularly,we have done for billions of years? 

John Lavetty : It's all a question of how accurate you want to be.Essentially the length of the day,if you like,over the course of this century,it's changed by about 4 milliseconds,so it's not exactly 24 hours (laughter),it will fluctuate by a few milliseconds from day to da....well not from day to day,but over extended periods,and essentially with the technologies we have today,that's not good enough,there are better standards around,and we need to calibrate them,and so we have to find something else to operate from. 

Trevor Phillips: Right. Yeah we're going to come back to the need for accuracy in a moment,but explain how the atomic clock works. 

John Lavetty : Essentially,we're looking at an energy transition,in a Caesium atom.What we find is if you radiate individual atoms with microwaves of the right frequency,you can get the atoms to change from one energy state to the other, and we use that as a way of locking on to a very well defined frequency and keeping it there,and essentially the way the atomic clock works is the atoms can be in one of two energy states,we apply a filter,it's like one of those energy states,we radiate the atoms with microwaves,and if we've got the right frequency they change energy state and we look at a detector on the output that tells us that that process has taken place. 

Trevor Phillips: Right,and it's the frequency that that actually determines the length of the second? 

John Lavetty : Of the second yeah,it's.....the number of periods,it's a big number,so I'll just say them one after the other,it's 9192621770 periods (laughter),of the radiation. 

Edward Richards : Congratulations on remembering! 

John Lavetty : It's kind of etched on my brain,so I'll never forget! 

Trevor Phillips: But essentially the frequency is more than nine billion times a second? Basically? 

John Lavetty : Yes indeed. 

Trevor Phillips: That it in a sense defines the accuracy that you can.....that measures a second towards....to. 

John Lavetty : No,no,that's a definition. 

Trevor Phillips: It's a definition of a second? 

John Lavetty : But the question is then once you have that definition,how accurate can you measure it? The very best Caesium atomic clock today we say it's accurate to two parts in 10 to the 15 [What is it being tested against?-LB]. So that's sort of two divided by one with 15 zeros after it.If you want to sort of relate that in another way,it would be equivalent to being accurate to one second in fifteen million years. 

Trevor Phillips: That's some clock! How do you keep that time in tune with astronomical time? 

John Lavetty : Essentially there's a community of people around the world who are dedicated to looking after both those types of time.We look after the atomic variety,which is very regular,but as you hinted by your question,we'll diverge from the time based on the rotating Earth,and there's also another community of essentially astronomers or people looking at satellites orbiting the Earth who can judge how the Earth is oriented relative to the heavens,and the atomic community is guarded by the International Weights and Measures Office in Paris,the astronomers are organised by the International Earth Rotation Service,also happens to be in Paris,and it's the responsibility of the IERS, when they see....when they're told that Earth rotation time and the atomic time scales are separating by I think it's approaching a second,they will tell the rest of the world to make a leap second adjustment. 

Trevor Phillips: A leap second.In fact we had one this year,didn't we? 

John Lavetty : At the very end of last year,yes. 

Trevor Phillips: The BBC had to put an extra pip in the hour. 

John Lavetty : Indeed,for those who were awake at the time and listening! (laughter) 

Trevor Phillips: This has happened 21 times I think since 1972. 

John Lavetty : Yes. 

Trevor Phillips: Do we know when the next one's going to be? 

John Lavetty : No,we don't.All we know for sure is that there won't be one this summer.The convention is they should be inserted either at the end of June or the end of December.In fact the Earth's speeding up at the moment which is somewhat unusual, so rather than the usual 18 month period that we've had in recent times,it's probably going to be something closer to 2 -2.5 years. 

Trevor Phillips: This is very worrying.Now why does all this matter so much? Why does it matter...... accuracy in clocks matter so much? 

John Lavetty : Well,perhaps .....sort of talk about the accuracy at the second,if you like,rather than over very long time periods,essentially it's because of a lot of our technology depends on oscillators, which have very precise frequencies. The two leading applications are...number one is satellite navigation,and essentially that uses very accurate time to work out how long signals travelling at the speed of light take to get from a satellite to a receiver. 

Trevor Phillips: Right. 

John Lavetty : So you're using time to measure distance. 

Trevor Phillips: And if you get it out by the tiniest.......? 

John Lavetty : Well light travels 30 cm in a nanosecond,or a billionth of a second,and that's the sort of accuracy that we have for clocks today.So if you want to do your ranging to much better than that, you've got to improve the accuracy of your time. 

Trevor Phillips: Otherwise you miss dish...your satellite dish...the signal? 

John Lavetty : Er,well you,er,it's more for..not for ordinary telecommunications applications,but for ranging, yes, that's important. 

Trevor Phillips: What about the calendar Ted? I mean why does it matter so much that we've all got to have the same calendar,because,you know people have survived for thousands of years with different calendars? 

Edward Richards : Well indeed so,and there are different calendars abroad today.The Chinese calendar is one.There are many...several calendars in India,there's the Islamic calendar,the Ba'hai religion has got another one.Why do they all....? They're all different in one way or another,but nevertheless the Gregorian calendar that we use today is used for certain purposes,probably throughout the world,and this is because,if we're going to talk to one another,to talk to people in different parts of the world,strike up bargains for selling things and buying things or have international treaties where things are supposed to happen on certain days and so on and so forth.It's necessary that we be able to define the day with precision so there must be no ambiguity. 

John Lavetty : It's also true of time as well.I mean one of the things we talk about is there's time as in a time interval, the sort of thing you'd measure with a stopwatch,which for a lot of electronics is important,but there's also a time scale which is the time of day,and just as you need to know over the long term,also for just booking your meeting,your arriving here today. 

Edward Richards : Yeah. 

Trevor Phillips: So a global village has to have a global clock as well as a global calendar I guess? I'm afraid it's time for us to stop! (laughter) Ted Edwards [He's called Ted Richards not Ted Edwards-LB] and John Lavetty thank you very much indeed. 

John Lavetty : Thank you. 

Edward Richards : Right. 








